RZR Fan Override Switch with Power Relay

Thank you for purchasing our Fan Override Switch. This was designed so that you can override the engine cooling fan keeping your engine running cooler.

Please read the instructions fully and familiarize yourself with the components before starting the install.

1. Remove Hood
2. Mount the relay on the fire wall with the supplied screw, Polaris offers 4 spots on the fire wall for this purpose.
3. Un-plug the connector in front of the fan and plug our adapter in to both sides, male and female.
4. Remove the switch from the cable and run up to dash.
5. Using the provided switch template, mark and cut the dash for the switch, do not over cut. Make sure there is room behind the dash for the switch and connectors.
6. Run the wires through the hole and plug the black wire to the top right terminal, the red wire to the middle terminal and the blue wire to the bottom terminal and push switch into dash.
7. Attach the wire with the fuse on it to the factory post marked battery, if you have not yet run power to that post then you need to do so, the factory provided accessory switched post only offers low power. XTC offers an RZR Power Up cable system with Circuit Breaker # RZR-PWR-UP2 for 2 seat and RZR-PWR-UP4 for 4 Seat for this purpose.
8. Verify operation.

WARNING! The cooling fan is high current and if left turned on it will kill your battery.

For more details on installation or to purchase the battery power extension kit, go to www.xtcpowerproducts.com

We can also be reached by email at support@xtcmotorsports.net